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NOTE 

A SOUND AND COMPLETE 4XIOMATIZ.~Tla)hi OF 
EMBEDDED CROSS DEPENDENCIES 

1. Introduction 
1. 
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‘L)efimition 2.1. Let Df 

d’scts cuch that 

li) XC Y * xc U and X#kl, 

Let Y be a cross dependency CC:D) over Ck we denote by SCW+( Y) the :set 

where 1 f denote:; the Cartesian product. Let E‘ be a farnil] of CDs: ue say that R 

*atisfie% F “’ z hrI it satisfies each Y in E Finally, given K w:: denote by C’DF( R 1 the 

;ct tzf CDs satisfkd by R. We are concerned here with the charxterization of the 

;tass ~1” c:ross dependency families K’DF) that are satistied by rt&Gn~. i.e., 

f 1 f Fj3 K such that C‘l>F( R 1 -=I E‘} 

V F satisfying, the axioms, f-‘ C: ‘6. 



3. Nonldecomposi tion 

Definition 3.1. Let C 

sulxet x 5 Cl. 

We say that Rf C’) satisfies the ND X (R I==‘ X I if2: it does not satisfy any nontrivial 

CD with scope X. 

Finally WP denote by ND%) the set of PiDs satisfied by K. 



(2) TO we that MAX,. ( Y) is a covering of Y we just have !o rernetnber that each 

A C: 1,’ is in F;1 i.e., each eletnent A will be covered by swne ttkmtnt of F. E 

WC can IIOW zusociate with each NLW a CDF a!+ follows. 

Definft&m 4.4, Let F be a family of NDs sa,tisfying ( N 1 1 and ( N3 We Idefine the 

a-~.~&~~:~ jk&ily of CDS I’ by 

prove a set of results conwrni 





CIeftsre proceeding with the proof of this theorem, let us look at an example: 

U -= ARC, . . . F = {(A), {R), {c’), (AR), (ARC’)}. 

R,,C AK:' a = 

It is easy to check that 



Proaf 

M .Y I‘ i iFr, ! L ’ R,, 
- ----e----- - .-----_ 1 - _.-_ - _. ._ ____ - .___. ___ 

I 



6. Campbeteness of CD 

WC can naw state the main theorem of this paper. 


